Ancient Maya

The Explorer

Choose an aspect of Ancient Mayan life.
Research it and present your findings as a
poster or brochure.
Ancient Maya loved treasure. Draw your
own Ancient Maya Treasure Map with
clues to follow.

Design an Ancient Maya artefact and
include an information card to give details
about what it was made from and what it
was used for.
Research Ancient Maya foods and try to
recreate a recipe for your family. Ask for
their honest feedback after they have
sampled your cooking. Take some photos
to share.
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Habitats

Calculate the distances (in km and miles)
to Manaus from 6 capital cities around the
world. You could plot these on a map.

Choose two animals from different
biomes. Compare their similarities and
differences including habitat diet,
appearance and interesting facts.
Pack a suitcase / backpack. What 5 items
Choose a plant to investigate. Find out as
would you pack if you were going on an
much as you can about it. Present your
Amazon expedition? Rank your items from information in a creative way (labelled
most to least important and explain your
cross section, images and annotations).
choice for each.
Find out about the current challenges
Create your own animal or plant. Write an
facing people living in the Amazon. Write a article about it as if you have just made a
persuasive letter explaining these
new and amazing scientific discovery.
challenges to World Leaders and asking for Include information about its’ habitat, diet,
their support.
predators and unusual features or habits.
Write your own chapter for ‘The Explorer.’ Choose an endangered species to
It could be at the beginning, middle or end investigate. Produce a fact-file or Google
of the story.
Slides with as many details as you can.

Complete and present at least one of the above challenges by the 14th December.
Complete and present at least two challenges from different categories by the 14th December.
Complete and present at least three challenges (one from each category) by the 14th December.

